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RESOLUTION

COMPRISAL

How design files for carpets should be provided:

Please deliver files at 100 DPI at 100% of the final
result (e.g. 300 PPI at 30%), this is the minimal
resolution. Higher PPI at the file’s target dimensions
is, of course, wonderful.

- Do not use transparance. Flatten all layers to avoid
colour difference.
- C olour adjustments are better doing it in vector files.
- It’s not possible to make colour adjustments on
photos
- Do not include trim guides or cutting lines but deliver
the print-ready file as is.

FILE FORMATS
- Vector PDF - .AI
- Large photoshop document (PSB) - Tiff
We use Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator CS6 and can
edit files made by these programs or older versions
(newer in many cases), but if there are linked images
or fonts contained in the artwork, they must of course
be enclosed as well. It is best, however, to provide
us with embedded data only, e.g. fontsconverted to
outline.

DIMENSIONS
The width of a roll is 200 cm at most (+/- 2 cm).
Length is max. 30 mtr.
Digital images should always be provided in one piece,
not several segments.
Larger prints are made up of multiple strips of
2 meters.

COLOUR
- RGB-modus (Adobe RGB 1998)
- Black = R 0 - G 0 - R 0 - B 0 (not CMYK Black)
Colour difference may occur. Colours can be different
what it looks like on screen compared to the actual
print.

PANTONE COLOURS
Our colour reach is more limited than that of the RGB
colour spectrum.
Pantone colours are matched by comparing them to
our printed 580-colourbooks, that’s why variances may
occur.
We match with Pantone Coated colours.
When using Pantone colours in your file, please
mention it on your order so issues are more likely
avoided.

LINES AND TYPES
- minimal linethickness = 3 mm
- The minimal size of an inidvidual letter is 20 mm
(in either dimension) and the width of a letter limb
should be 4 mm at least.
We prefer to receive files where the fonts has been
converted tooutline over having to deal with fonts but
you can embed fonts or send them along if you wish.

REQUESTED FILE SIZE
We limit artwork files at 1.5 GB. Processing problems
may occur otherwise.
Please use only numeric, alphanumeric characters and/
or hyphens and underscores in your file names.
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